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Independence is a task for students because the independence means students must learn and practice in making plan, choose alternative, make decision, acting in accordance with its decisions on its own, and responsible for everything that he did. Thus students will gradually break away from dependence on parent or other adults in many ways.

The aims of this research are (1) to know the level of independence of the students of Psychology Faculty of UIN Malang, (2) to know the level of entrepreneurship intention of the students of Psychology Faculty of UIN Malang, (3) to know the correlation between independence and entrepreneurship intention of the students of Psychology Faculty of UIN Malang

It employs qualitative approach. Moreover, the instrument of this research is the independence and entrepreneurship intention scale which are given to 105 subject of the research. Specifically, the independence scale consist of 26 items and entrepreneurship intention scale consist of 45 items. The data analysis used is product moment of correlation.

The result of this study show that a high percentage obtained for independence is 19%, the medium percentage is 69%, and the low percentage is 12%. While, high percentage obtained for entrepreneurship intention is 13%, the medium percentage is 73%, and the low percentage is 14%. The result of the correlation between variables is $r_{xy} = 0.453 \ p = 0.000$, it show that the hypothesis of this research is accepted. In other words, there is positif correlation between independence and entrepreneurship intention. The higher independence, the more entrepreneurship intention they more. Vice versa, the lower of independence, the lower entrepreneurship intention that students have.